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Revision: units 2,3,4  
Grammar: Present simple vs present continuous; prepositions of time and place; 
adverbs/expressions of frequency; adverbs of quantity; countable/uncountable nouns.. 
Possessive adjectives; plural nouns. 
 Functions: Greetings; asking for and giving personal information; daily routine; describing 
current situations; 
Vocabulary: everyday objects; cardinal/ordinal numbers; days of the week, seasons, 
months and dates; family. 
Culture: British English vs American English 
 
Unit  5 Family ties        Unit 6   House and home          Unit7  Best friends            
Grammar: Possessive pronouns; whose and possessive case; infinitive of purpose. 
Past simple of to be ( aff., neg., inter forms) short answers. Past simple (regular verbs 
/irregular verbs);  modifiers: quite, very, really. Double genitive and possessive case. 
Functions: Asking for permission; expressing emotions. Talking about past events 
Vocabulary: feelings; part of the house and furniture; -ed/-ing adjectives. Character 
adjectives; friends and friendship past expressions. 
 
Unit 8 The wonders of the world           Unit 9  Around town        
Grammar: Comparatives/superlatives; CAN (ability).The future tenses: be going 
to.../present continuous for future; adverbs of manner 
Functions: talking about ability. Inviting and making arrangements. 
Vocabulary: animals; geographical features; the weather. Places in town; things in town. 
 
Unit 10   Future bodies          Unit 11 Travellers’ tales     Unit 12 Amazing people 
Grammar: simple future: will; present simple for future; first conditional; adverbs of 
manner. Present perfect simple…with ever/never/just/ already/yet.  Present perfect vs Past 
simple. Been to vs Gone to. Duration form; for/since. 
Functions: Making predictions and offers; talking about life experiences. Talking about life 
experiences; reacting to news. 
Vocabulary: parts of the body; health problems; when, if, and as soon as. Transport and 
travel; travel collocation. Irregular past participles. People and personalities; collocations. 
 
WORDLIST di ogni unit (workbook) 
 
Letture: 

- My blog about my days and other important thing  pag. 54 
- TV families pag 82 
- Dad gets it right! pag. 72 
- An amazing place pag.90 
- Could you live there? Pag.94 
- Our town: what’s wrong and what can we do about it? pag. 106 
- The NON-STOP Traveller pag. 122 
- The taxi driver pag.126 



 
Prova d’ascolto ( listening): Street Art and Bansky ( fotocopia) 
 
Cultura e civiltà: STREET ART: What is street art? Forms of Street Art. Famous 
Street Artists. 
                              The British isles > https://youtu.be/F59tB1yLWNQ 
                              The USA; Australia; Canada; New Zealand. 
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